Unit 6.1
Running Records
When You Reach Me
The London Eye Mystery
The Hound of the Baskervilles
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Recording and Scoring Miscues – Quick Sheet
•

Omission:

Circle/cross out the words.

•

Insertion:

Add a caret and write in the student’s response above the

word.
•

Substitution:

Draw a line through the word and write in the substituted

word

over it.

•

Repetition:

Draw a draw a box/arrow around the repeated words.

•

Teacher help:

Write a T above the word. (wait 3 seconds before telling

the word)
•

Self-correction:

Next to the miscue write SC.

The figure below gives you an example of how to record the miscues.
Jim a second grader is reading this passage to his teacher during an informal assessment.
Melwa

It was a hot, hot day, and Malawi the baby elephant was in a bad mood.
Melwa

jumped

pond

Malawi wanted everyone to know she was in a bad mood, so she stamped over to the
water
threw

T

hole. She splashed and thrashed around in the water until it turned brown and muddy.
and

But it didn’t make Malawi feel any better.
A miscue is any:
• omission
• substitution
• insertion
• teacher assisted word
Special rules:
• A word that is self-corrected still counts for the total number of miscues.
• If a student omits an entire line it counts as one miscue.
• If a student makes the same error on a word several times and it does not
change the meaning it counts as just one error (this is particularly true for the
misreading of names).
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Running Record Cover Sheet
Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _______________
Name of Proctor: _______________________________________________________________
Title of Book: ___________________________________________ Level: Below / On / Above
Accuracy - % of Words Read Correctly
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

98% or more

90 - 97%

89% or less

Accuracy Formula
# words - # of miscues = # words read correctly / # of words X 100 = % of Words Read Correctly
________ - __________ = ________ / ___________ X 100 = _____________% of Words Read Correctly

Fluency - % of Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM)
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

50th percentile or above

49th - 25th percentile

24th percentile or below

Fluency Formula
# of words - number of errors X 60 = _____ / # of seconds = WCPM
________ - ________ X 60 = ________ / ________ = ________WCPM
Grade Level Fluency Norms (Tindal & Hasbrouck, 2017)
https://www.readnaturally.com/knowledgebase/documents-and-resources/26/386

Comprehension - % of Correct Answers
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

75th% correct or above

50 - 74% correct

49% correct or below

Comprehension Formula
# of points earned / # of points possible X 100 = % of Correct Answers
_________ / ________ X 100 = ________% of Correct Answers

Reads in meaningful phrase groups: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Reads with expression: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Recommended Placement: Below / On / Above

When You Reach Me
Lexile 750
Materials Needed:
The student will need a copy of the book being read (When You Reach Me).
The teacher will need a timer (stopwatch setting), scoring sheet, and pencil.
Before Administering:
Make sure your student is comfortable and relaxed.
ORAL READING—PROSODY
Tell the student:
You will be reading a section from the chapter book When You Reach Me. Part of the
book you will read aloud to me, and part of the book you will read silently. When you
have finished reading, you will tell me about what you have read. Do you have any
questions?
This is a story in which the main character, Miranda, gets news that her mother has been
selected to appear on the game show called The $20,000 Pyramid. Please begin reading
aloud to me, starting on page 1.
Turn on the timing device. Record oral reading miscues.

Things You Keep In a Box (6)
So mom got the postcard today. It says Congratulations (15)
in big curly letters, and at the very top is the address (27)
of Studio TV-15 on West 58 Street. After three years (37)
th

of trying, she has actually made it. She’s going to be a (49)
contestant on The $20,000 Pyramid, which is hosted by (58)
Dick Clark. (60)
On the postcard there’s a list of things to bring. She (71)
needs some extra clothes in case she wins and makes (81)
it to another show, where they pretend it’s the next (91)
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When You Reach Me
Lexile 750

day even though they really tape five in one afternoon. (101)
Barrettes are optional, but she should definitely bring (109)
some with her. Unlike me, Mom has glossy red hair (119)
that bounces around and might obstruct America’s (126)
view of her small freckled face. (132)
And then there’s the date she’s supposed to show (141)
up, sprawled in blue pen on a line at the bottom of the (154)
card: April 27, 1979. Just like you said. (162)
I check the box under my bed, which is where I’ve (173)
kept your notes these past few months. There it is, (183)
in your tiny handwriting: April 27 : Studio TV-15, the (193)
th

______________________________________________________________________________

words all jerky-looking, like you wrote them on the (203)
subway. Your last “proof”. (207)
Time: _______________
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When You Reach Me
Lexile 750
SILENT READING—COMPREHENSION
Tell the student: Now you are going to skip ahead a little bit and read starting on
page 3 to the bottom of page 4 where it says “…for almost two years now.” You will read
this part of the story silently to yourself. When you are finished, raise your hand. I will
then ask you to tell me about what you read. Do you have any questions? You may begin
reading.
After the student has finished reading, tell the student: Now I am going to ask you
some questions about what you’ve read. Pretend that I don’t know anything about the
story.
Characters:
1. Who is the main character in the story? _____ /1
Please tell me a little bit about the main character _____ /1
____ Miranda (her name actually isn’t in this section of the text)
____ Latchkey kid
2. Who are the other characters in the story? (2+ characters = 2 pts.) _____ /2
____ Mom
____ Richard (Mom’s boyfriend)
____ You (?)
Setting:
3. Where does the story take place? _____ /1
____ Miranda’s apartment
____ America
____ April
____ 1979
Plot:
4. What is happening in the story? (events from beginning/middle/end) _____/3
____ Miranda’s mom gets a postcard.
____ The postcard says she will be on The $20,000 Pyramid show.
____ She has been trying to get on the show for 3 years.
____ Someone told Miranda that this would happen.
____ Miranda’s mom hangs an April calendar on the kitchen wall.
____ She puts a pyramid, dollar signs, and exclamation points on April 27 .
th

____ April 27 is Richard’s birthday.
____ Richard is mom’s boyfriend.
____ He and Miranda are going to help mom practice every night.
th

5. What is the problem in the book? _____/1
____ Miranda’s mom needs to practice for a game show.
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When You Reach Me
Lexile 750
Inferential Questions:
6. How does Miranda feel about Richard? Why do you think that? _____/2

7. What do you think is going to happen next? What makes you think that? _____/2

8. What do you think the word obstruct means? What makes you think that? _____/2
“Unlike me, Mom has glossy red hair that bounces around and might obstruct
America’s view of her small freckled face.”

Total Comprehension: ________ / 15
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Running Record Cover Sheet
Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _______________
Name of Proctor: _______________________________________________________________
Title of Book: ___________________________________________ Level: Below / On / Above
Accuracy - % of Words Read Correctly
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

98% or more

90 - 97%

89% or less

Accuracy Formula
# words - # of miscues = # words read correctly / # of words X 100 = % of Words Read Correctly
________ - __________ = ________ / ___________ X 100 = _____________% of Words Read Correctly

Fluency - % of Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM)
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

50th percentile or above

49th - 25th percentile

24th percentile or below

Fluency Formula
# of words - number of errors X 60 = _____ / # of seconds = WCPM
________ - ________ X 60 = ________ / ________ = ________WCPM
Grade Level Fluency Norms (Tindal & Hasbrouck, 2017)
https://www.readnaturally.com/knowledgebase/documents-and-resources/26/386

Comprehension - % of Correct Answers
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

75th% correct or above

50 - 74% correct

49% correct or below

Comprehension Formula
# of points earned / # of points possible X 100 = % of Correct Answers
_________ / ________ X 100 = ________% of Correct Answers

Reads in meaningful phrase groups: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Reads with expression: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Recommended Placement: Below / On / Above

The London Eye Mystery
Lexile 640
Materials Needed:
The student will need a copy of the book being read (The London Eye Mystery).
The teacher will need a timer (stopwatch setting), scoring sheet, and pencil.
Before Administering:
Make sure your student is comfortable and relaxed.
ORAL READING—PROSODY
Tell the student:
You will be reading a section from the chapter book The London Eye Mystery. Part of
the book you will read aloud to me, and part of the book you will read silently. When you
have finished reading, you will tell me about what you have read. Do you have any
questions?
This is a story in which the main character, Ted lives in London and likes going on the
Ferris Wheel called the London Eye. Please begin reading aloud to me, starting on page
1.
Turn on the timing device. Record oral reading miscues.

A Giant Bicycle Wheel in the Sky (6)
My favorite thing to do in London is to fly the (17)
Eye. (18)
On a clear day you can see for twenty-five miles in (30)
all directions because you are in the largest obser- (38)
vation wheel ever built. You are sealed into one of (48)
the thirty-two capsules with the strangers who were (57)
next to you in the queue, and when they close the (68)
doors, the sound of the city is cut off. You begin to (80)
rise. The capsules are made of glass and steel and are (91)
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The London Eye Mystery
Lexile 640

hung from the rim of the wheel. As the wheel turns, (102)
the capsules use the force of gravity to stay upright. (112)
It takes thirty minutes to go a full circle. (121)
From the top of the ride, Kat says London looks (131)
like toy-town and the cars on the roads below look (142)
like abacus beads going left and right and stopping (151)
and starting. I think London looks like London and (160)
the cars like cars, only smaller. (166)
The best thing to see from up there is the river (177)
Thames. You can see how it loops and curves but (187)

When you are on the ground you think it is straight. (198)
The next best thing to look at is the spokes and (209)
metallic hawsers of the Eye itself. You are looking at (219)
the only cantilevered structure of its kind on earth. (228)
It is designed like a giant bicycle wheel in the sky, (239)
supported by a massive A-frame. (245)
Time: _______________
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The London Eye Mystery
Lexile 640
SILENT READING—COMPREHENSION
Tell the student: Now you are going to read to the end of the chapter, on page 4.
You will read this part of the story silently to yourself. When you are finished, raise your
hand. I will then ask you to tell me about what you read. Do you have any questions?
You may begin reading.
After the student has finished reading, tell the student: Now I am going to ask you
some questions about what you’ve read. Pretend that I don’t know anything about the
story.
Characters:
1. Who is the main character in the story? _____ /1
Please tell me a little bit about the main character _____ /1
____ Ted (his name actually isn’t in this section of the text)
____ Likes to fly the London Eye
____ Has a funny brain
2. Who are the other characters in the story? (2+ characters = 2 pts.) _____ /2
____ Kat
____ Salim
Setting:
3. Where does the story take place? _____ /1
____ London
____ The London Eye
____ May
Plot:
4. What is happening in the story? (events from beginning/middle/end) _____/3
____ The main character’s favorite thing to do is fly the Eye.
____ It is the largest observation wheel ever built.
____ It is in London.
____ It takes 30 minutes to go a full circle.
____ You are not allowed to go more than one rotation.
____ Ted and Kat took Salim to the Eye.
____ He had never been on the Eye before.
____ A stranger offered a free ticket.
____ Salim went on the Eye by himself.
____ 20 other people were in his capsule.
____ When the capsule landed, Salim did not get off.
____ They waited, and he still didn’t appear.
____ Salim had vanished off the face of the earth.
____ But Ted figured out what happened.
5. What is the problem in the book? _____/1
____ Salim vanished from the London Eye.
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The London Eye Mystery
Lexile 640
Inferential Questions:
6. How are Ted and Kat different? What makes you think that? _____/2

7. What do you think is going to happen next? What makes you think that? _____/2

8. What do you think the phrase “different operating system” means? What makes
you think that? _____/2
“This is how having a funny brain that runs on a different operating system from
other people’s helped me figure out what had happened.”

Total Comprehension: ________ / 15
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Running Record Cover Sheet
Student Name: _____________________________________________ Date: _______________
Name of Proctor: _______________________________________________________________
Title of Book: ___________________________________________ Level: Below / On / Above
Accuracy - % of Words Read Correctly
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

98% or more

90 - 97%

89% or less

Accuracy Formula
# words - # of miscues = # words read correctly / # of words X 100 = % of Words Read Correctly
________ - __________ = ________ / ___________ X 100 = _____________% of Words Read Correctly

Fluency - % of Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM)
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

50th percentile or above

49th - 25th percentile

24th percentile or below

Fluency Formula
# of words - number of errors X 60 = _____ / # of seconds = WCPM
________ - ________ X 60 = ________ / ________ = ________WCPM
Grade Level Fluency Norms (Tindal & Hasbrouck, 2017)
https://www.readnaturally.com/knowledgebase/documents-and-resources/26/386

Comprehension - % of Correct Answers
Independent

Instructional

Frustrational

75th% correct or above

50 - 74% correct

49% correct or below

Comprehension Formula
# of points earned / # of points possible X 100 = % of Correct Answers
_________ / ________ X 100 = ________% of Correct Answers

Reads in meaningful phrase groups: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Reads with expression: ___ Consistently ___ Inconsistently

___ Rarely / No

Recommended Placement: Below / On / Above

The Hound of the Baskervilles
Lexile 980
Materials Needed:
The student will need a copy of the book being read
(The Hound of the Baskervilles).
The teacher will need a timer (stopwatch setting), scoring sheet, and pencil.
Before Administering:
Make sure your student is comfortable and relaxed.
ORAL READING—PROSODY
Tell the student:
You will be reading a section from the chapter book The Hound of the Baskervilles. Part
of the book you will read aloud to me, and part of the book you will read silently. When
you have finished reading, you will tell me about what you have read. Do you have any
questions?
This is a Sherlock Holmes mystery. In this section of the story, a newspaper article is
being read aloud to Sherlock Holmes. The newspaper article tells about the mysterious
details of Sir Charles Baskerville’s sudden death. The story takes place in England in
1901, so the dialect may be unfamiliar because it is both is regional and historical.
Please begin reading aloud to me, starting on page 18 where it says, “The recent and
sudden death…”
Turn on the timing device. Record oral reading miscues.

“The recent sudden death of Sir Charles (7)
Baskerville, whose name has been mentioned (13)
as the probable Liberal candidate for Mid- (20)
Devon at the next election, has cast a gloom over (30)
the county. Though Sir Charles had resided at (38)
Baskerville Hall for a comparatively short period (45)
his amiability of character and extreme generos- (52)
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The Hound of the Baskervilles
Lexile 980

ity had won the affection and respect of all who (61)
had been brought into contact with him. In these (70)
days of nouveaux riches it is refreshing to find (79)
a case where the scion of an old county family (89)
which has fallen upon evil days is able to make (99)
his own fortune and to bring it back with him to (110)
restore the fallen grandeur of his line. Sir Charles, (119)
as is well known, made large sums of money in (129)
South African speculation. More wise than those (136)
who go on until the wheel turns against them, he (146)
realized his gains and returned to England with (154)
them. It is only two years since he took up his res- (165)
idence at Baskerville Hall, and it is common talk (174)
how large were those schemes of reconstruction (181)
and improvement which have been interrupted (187)
by his death. Being himself childless, it was his (196)
openly expressed desire that the whole country- (203)
side should, within his own lifetime, profit by his (212)
good fortune, and many will have personal rea- (219)
sons for bewailing his untimely end. His generous (227)
donations to local and county charities have been (235)
frequently chronicled in these columns. (240)
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The Hound of the Baskervilles
Lexile 980
Time: _______________
SILENT READING—COMPREHENSION
Tell the student: Now you are going to read to page 22, stopping where it says,
“…of his good fortune.” You will read this part of the story silently to yourself. When
you are finished, raise your hand. I will then ask you to tell me about what you read. Do
you have any questions? You may begin reading.
After the student has finished reading, tell the student: Now I am going to ask you
some questions about what you’ve read. Pretend that I don’t know anything about the
story.
Characters:
1. Who is the main character in the story? _____ /1
Please tell me a little bit about the main character _____ /1
____ Sir Charles Baskerville
____ He recently died.
____ He had been in poor health.
____ He was a widower.
____ He was childless.
____ Eccentric
____ Respectable
____ Rich
____ Generous
____ He made is fortune in South Africa.
____ He returned to England with his wealth.
____ He lived at Baskerville Hall.
____ He lived there two years before his death.
____ He had been making improvements to Baskerville Hall.
2. Who are the other characters in the story? (2+ characters = 2 pts.) _____ /2
____ Mr. Henry Baskerville (younger brother & next of kin)
____ Mr. Barrymore (Butler)
____ Mrs. Barrymore (housekeeper)
____ Dr. James Mortimer
Setting:
3. Where does the story take place? _____ /1
____ Baskerville Hall
____ England
____ Near London
____ May 4th
____ Night
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The Hound of the Baskervilles
Lexile 980
Plot:
4. What is happening in the story? (events from beginning/middle/end) _____/3
____ The details of his death are still a mystery.
____ There are rumors and superstitions.
____ There is no reason to suspect foul play.
____ His death was likely by natural causes.
____ For a time, Sir Charles had been in poor health.
____ He suffered from changes of color, breathlessness, and nervous depression.
____ On the night of his death, Sir Charles went for a walk.
____ He never returned.
____ The butler, Barrymore, went in search of him.
____ His body was discovered near the gate.
____ His footprints indicated that he had been walking on his toes.
____ There was no sign of violence.
____ His face was distorted.
____ This may be due to cardiac exhaustion.
____ The next of kin is Mr. Henry Baskerville.
____ Mr. Henry Baskerville lives in America.
____ He will be the heir to the Baskerville fortune.
5. What is the problem in the book? _____/1
____ The details of Sir Charles Baskerville’s death are still a mystery.
Inferential Questions:
6. Why do you think there are rumors and superstitions about Sir Charles
Baskerville’s death and what might they be? _____/2

7. What do you think is going to happen next? _____/2

8. What do you think the word bewailed means? What makes you think that? _____/2
“Being himself childless, it was his openly expressed desire that the whole
countryside should, within his own lifetime, profit by his good fortune, and many will
have personal reasons for bewailing his untimely end.”

Total Comprehension: ________ / 15
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